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What is Imitation Learning from Observation 
(IfO)

One agent tries to learn how to perform a certain task using information 
generated by another, often more expert agent performing the same task.

In conventional imitation learning, the imitator usually has access to both state 
and action of expert agent. Imitation learning from observation (IfO), however, 
only has access to the state. 



Background



Markov Decision Processes

Markov Decision Processes are the foundation of imitation learning algorithms.

● An MDP can be described a tuple 
○ -  state space
○ -  action space
○ -            a function representing the probability of an agent transitioning to state  s' 

from state s after executing action a at time t.
○ -               a function representing the reward the agent receives after doing action a in 

state s at time t.        
○ -  a discount factor between [0,1] used to help the algorithm converge.



Imitation Learning



Imitation Learning

● Agents do not receive task reward feedback r
● Instead, agents have access to expert demonstration trajectories of the task and attempt to learn 

policies to produce behaviours similar to those present in the demonstration.
● Expert demonstration trajectories are of the form {(s(t), a(t)} (set of states and actions that were 

taken)
● Imitation Learning can be split into two main categories, Behavioral Cloning, and Inverse 

Reinforcement Learning.



Behavioral Cloning

● Supervised Learning using trajectory data to learn the imitation policy.
● Recent use cases include within the context of autonomous driving[Bojarski et al., 2016], and 

autonomous control of aerial vehicles [Giusti et al., 2016]
● Advantage - it only needs demonstration data directly involved with the imitation policy, not data 

of interaction between the agent and the environment. 
● Disadvantage - algorithm can be brittle due to the covariate shift problem [Ross and Bagnell,2010] 

(unexplored territory)



Inverse Reinforcement Learning

● Alternates between using the demonstration data to infer a hidden reward function and using RL 
with the reward function to learn an imitation policy.

● Recent use cases include within the context of maneuvering helicopters[Abbeel and Ng., 2004], 
and object manipulation. [Finn et al., 2016]

● Advantage - Learning allows agent to adapt to perturbations in the dynamics of the environment.
● Disadvantage - Using RL to optimize the policy given the inferred reward function requires the 

agent to interact with its environment, which can be costly from a time and safety perspective.



Imitation Learning from 
Observation



Imitation Learning from Observation

● Agents only have access to state only observations (visual observations). The trajectories are 
now described as a set of observations {o(t)}

● Still trying to learn an imitation policy that results in behavior similar to expert agent.
● There are 2 main components to the IfO problem: 

○ Perception
○ Control



Perception

● Since agents only have access to observations, processing perceptions is extremely important.
● Approaches include:

○ using sensors placed directly on the agent to record movements
○ motion capture - using visual markers on the demonstrator
○ computer vision (CNNs) to extract observations from raw video information (e.g. pixel color values)

■ This is what we want, because it enables the use of a vast amount of data (e.g, youtube videos)
■ Has challenges:

● embodiment mismatch
● viewpoint difference



Perception - Embodiment Mismatch

● Expert agent may look different than imitating agent. (e.g. robot learning from human).
● How do we interpret the visual information so that IfO can be successful?
● Two main approaches

○ Use supervised learning (autoencoders) to learn correspondence between embodiments. This way, 
encoded representations are invariant with respect to embodiment features. [Gupta et al. 2018]

○ Learn correspondence in unsupervised fashion with a small amount of human supervision. [Sermanet et al. 
2018]



Perception - Viewpoint Difference

● Demonstrations may not be recorded in controlled environments.
○ cluttered background.
○ mismatch in point of views between recording and imitating agent.

● Two approaches:
○ Learn a context translation model using images from source context and target context. Model takes in 

image from source context and tries to predict image in target context. [Liu et al., 2018]
○ Can use a classifier to distinguish between different source contexts and maximize domain confusion in 

adversarial setting during training to extract features invariant w.r.t. the viewpoint. [Stadie et al., 2017]



Control

● i.e. learning the imitation policy
● Assuming the agent has access to clean state demonstration data {s(t)}.
● Problem is challenging without action data, and many approaches have been discussed in 

literature.
● Control algorithms can be grouped in two main groups:

○ Model-based algorithms
○ Model-free algorithms



● These algorithms learn some type of dynamics model during the imitation process.
● Model-based control algorithms can be grouped in two main groups:

○ Inverse Dynamics Models
○ Forward Dynamics Models

Control: Model-Based



● These models map state transitions{s(t),s(t+1)} to actions {a(t)}. This is called the inverse 
dynamics model. 

● Algorithm first uses an exploratory model to gather data {(s(t), a(t), s(t+1))}, then the collected data is used to 
learn a mapping from observed transitions {(o(t),o(t+1)} to actions {a(t)}

● Five recent algorithms
○ [Nair et al., 2017] - Single video demonstration, applies IDM to video demonstration model.
○ [Pavse et al., 2019] - After learning the inverse dynamics model, uses a sparse reward function to further 

optimize the model, then executes in the env (assumes each state transition requires only one action)
○ [Pathak et al.,2018] - Same as [Pavse et al.,2019] except allows multiple actions until agent gets close 

enough to next frame.
○ [Torabi et al., 2018] - "Behavioral cloning from observation" - Learns generalized imitation policies using 

multiple demonstrations. After actions are inferred from states using IDM, Behavior Cloning alg. is used.
○ [Guo et al.,2019] - Assumes agent has access to reward information in demonstrations, uses a gradient 

based RL approach to take advantage of reward information by minimizing linear combination of RL loss 
and behavior cloning loss 

Control: Model-Based 
Inverse Dynamics Models



● These models map state action pairs {(s(t),a(t))} to next states {s(t+1)}. This is called a forward 
dynamics model. 

● Imitating latent policies from observation (ILPO) [Edwards et a.,2019]
○ Learns an initial hypothesis for imitation policy by learning a latent policy that estimates the probability of a 

latent (i.e. unreal) action given the current state.
○ This can be done offline as no real actions are needed.
○ Using a small number of environment interactions, an action remapping network is trained to map the 

latent actions to corresponding correct real actions
○ Since most of the process happens offline, it can be efficient in terms of interactions with the real 

environment.

Control: Model-Based 
Forward Dynamics Models



● Model-free techniques have no model-learning step.
● There are two fundamentally different types of algorithms 

○ Adversarial methods
○ Reward-engineering methods

Control: Model-free



● Use GAN-like architecture
○ imitation policy is interpreted as the generator

● [Meret et al., 2017] 
○ imitator collects data {s(i,t), a(i,t)} in the environment
○ discriminator tries to differentiate single state inputs from the imitator and the demonstration
○ the output value is then used as a reward to update the imitation policy using RL
○ Tries to reproduce state distribution similar to demonstration, but may not exhibit similar behaviour 

(actions)
● [Torabi et al, 2018]

○ Input to discriminator is now state transitions {(s(t),s(t+1))}
○ can map observations to actions and use agent's known internal state in mapping to improve performance

● [Zolna et al, 2018]
○ sometimes imitator and export can have different action spaces.
○ instead of consecutive states as inputs, using pairs of states with random time gaps can increase 

performance 

Control: Model-free
Adversarial Methods



● [Stadie et al., 2017] - imitator and demonstrator have different viewpoints, install and train a 
classifier into after the early layers of the discriminator which maximizes the viewpoint confusion 
to ensure viewpoint invariance

● [Sun et al. 2019] - policy for each time step is solved by solving a minimax game. The minimax 
game learns a policy that matches state distribution to the next state given the policies of 
previous time steps.

Control: Model-free
Adversarial Methods - continued



● A manually designed reward function is used to find imitation policies via RL.
● [Kimura et al., 2018] - first trains predictor that predicts demonstrator's next state given current 

state. Reward function is defined as the Euclidean distance of the actual next state and the one 
the approximator returns.

● [Sermanet et al.,2018] - Time-contrastive networks (TCN). used for agents with robot arms. A 
triplet loss is used to train a NN that generates a task specific state encoding at each time step. 
This loss function puts states that occur in a small time window closer in an embedding space. 
The Euclidean distance between the embedded demonstration state and the embedded agent's 
state at the same time step is then used the reward function.

● [Dwibedi et al., 2018] - TCN but embedding function takes in multiple frames instead of just one.
● [Goo and Niekum, 2019] - Trains a classifier to learn the order of frames. Reward function is 

progress towards the task goal based on the learned classifier.
● [Aytar et al.,2018] - Similar to [Goo and Niekum, 2019], but uses an embedding function with 

checkpoints. The imitators states closeness to the checkpoints are used as the reward function.

Control: Model-free
Reward Engineering



● [Gupta et al., 2018] - Demonstrator and Imitator have different state spaces. Train an 
auto-encoder to map states to an invariant feature space. Reward function is the Euclidean 
distance between imitator and expert's state feature in the invariant space at each time step.

● [Liu et al., 2018] - Demonstrator and Imitator have different viewpoints. Uses same reward 
function as [Gupta et al., 2018]

Control: Model-free
Reward Engineering - Continued



● Few IfO algorithms perform successfully with physical robots. Future work bridging the gap 
between success in the simulation vs success in physical environments would be beneficial.

Conclusion - future work



● What is the difference between imitation learning and imitation learning from observation? 
Further please briefly describe the following concepts when applied to control in imitation 
learning from observation: Inverse Dynamics Model, Forward Dynamics Model, Adversarial 
Methods, and Reward Engineering.

Question



Thanks!
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